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CHAMPIONS OF THE WESTERN LEAGUE.

IOWA'S PENNANT.

The Mourners of Old Gold the Champions of '95.

Iowa Gets the Coveted Championship Pennant of the Western League.

The long looked for Thanksgiving game with Nebraska has been played. The struggle is over and Iowa has the champion of ball team in the Western League. It was a most unexpected day for a game of foot ball, but the game was scheduled, was a championship game, and would be played rain or shine. A heavy rain the day before had already put the gridiron in an unsatisfactory condition. Some attempts had been made to drain the field, but with little effect. When Thanksgiving morning dawned rain was falling steadily, and as the day advanced the temperature gradually fell, the rain changed to sleet, and went after the game began the weather was cold, evidently seeking a still greater variety, changing the sleet to a fair steady snow storm, which continued throughout the game. The regular foot ball field at University Park was a most disagreeable looking expanse of mud, water, ice, and snow. Although a more disagreeable day could not be imagined, the enthusiasm of the surviving teams was not quelled a particle. The attendance was small, however. There were only about 1,000 present, consisting principally of students and alumni of the two University alike represented on the field, and by foot ball enthusiasm not to be dimmed by the weather. Everybody who attended either Old Gold or Scarlet and White.

Iowa had a decided advantage over Nebraska in weights. However, the slippery condition of the ground neutralized this advantage to a great degree. Forget it, skipping, howling the lighter men can move, with more agility and more securely than a heavy man.

The seats and the grand stand had been mostly obliterated by ice, so the good-natured crowd found it necessary to stand up, and also to dance in order to keep warm. Only a few private traps and Pull-downs were out. Entering the gate the college boys caught the shutter of the high brick fence to the windward, Iowa spread out in a solid line to the north, and Nebraska stretched away to the south. Iowa's team came onto the field first and were greeted with enthusiasm such as we have never seen. Old Gold students and band in a few moments Nebraska's team appeared and in turn received a very noisy ovation from the throng of scarlet and white. The enthusiasm had the same effect as a moderation in the temperature, for the conditions soon began to wear themselves down upon the gridiron in ordinary fair weather style.

The game was a hard fought contest and was filled with incidents sufficiently exciting to keep up the interest of the spectators on the line. Iowa played the heavier game. It was mostly played in Nebraska's territory, and although Nebraska made frequent forays near Iowa's goal a couple of times during the game, Nebraska's goal was more seriously threatened several times than Iowa's was at any time. By a mistake of the timekeeper the men were allowed to play forty-two minutes in the first half instead of thirty-five. Four or five times during the game did Iowa have the Nebraska goal almost in grasping distance, and yet she failed to score. Once the ball was-within-inches Nebraska's goal, but runners crowding upon the line and actually held her men in place. Iowa's interference was splendid. She made good gains around the ends.

FIRST HALF.

Iowa took the west goal and Thorpe kicked off for 35 yards against a strong wind, to Meyers, who advanced the ball 10 yards. On the next play Meyers added 15 more to his 10. The ball was then given to Holbrook, but was fumbled, and Nebraska got it. Game went through the line for 2 yards, then Pankard tried the same place, but found that Iowa had built a stone wall just at that particular point. Nebraska tried again and found the stone wall still there. Then Thorpe punched for 2 yards. The ball went out of bounds on Iowa's 10-yard line, but was secured by her. Meyers took a spring around the end that brought the ball 30 yards nearer Nebraska's goal. Leighton made a short gain through the line, then Nebraska touched up and got the ball on downs. Iowa made 3 yards on a fake kick, but the next play Thomason broke through and tackled that runner for a loss. Thorpe punched 15 yards to Hobbs, who brought the ball back the full length of the kick. In the next play several of that band tripped the ball, and when things had quieted down it was fished out from under three Iowa men, but Iowa immediately lost it on downs. Nebraska made 5 yards, then nothing, then by short gains advanced 30 yards, fumbled, and recovered the ball 45 yards nearer her own goal; then she carried it back five more in order to retain possession. Iowa regained it on a fumble, and by short gains fished it up to Nebraska's 5-yard line, where she lost it on downs; Turner, the old Nebraska guard, breaking through and tackling the runner for a loss of 3 yards. Nebraska now awoke to a full realization of the danger and began a series of short gains that carried the ball steadily away from their goal. Cook made 4 yards, Dungan made 2 more, followed by Wiggins, and pushed along 3 yards. Further Dungan made 3, Turner 2, and on each time getting the ball farther and farther out of danger. But Presently Nebraska fumbled and Iowa secured the ball. Holbrook made a few short gains, Iowa losing the ball soon on downs. Iowa held the second time, and then Thorpe punched. Holbrook captured the ball and brought it back 12 yards of them after he was tackled, carrying the man with him. He was just getting into the game now. He pointed the line for a couple of yards, then went through the same place for 10 more, then clipped off another gain exactly the same size through the same place. It appeared that Kelmore had not only made a hole through the line, but was actually wearing it wide. Jones was injured and Landing took his place. Hobbs made a 10-yarder, and then by short, hard rushes the ball was fished out within six

(Continued on third page.)
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YOU CAN KICK A GOAL
 BUT YOU CANNOT KICK AT THE PRICES AND QUALITY OF OUR MILLINERY.

Nobby Fall and Winter
Suits and Overcoats.

COAST & EASLEY.
The American Clothiers.

COAST & EASLEY.
The American Clothiers.

Carter School of Oratory.
Located in Close Hall.

We teach Education, Oratory, and Dramatic Art. According to the new school of Education.
Special Work in Physical Culture followed. Our motto, "By Art, trained Art."
For information, terms, etc., address,
E. A. CARTER, Principal and Proprietor.

ANDERSON,
The Artistic Tailor,
GRAND HOTEL BUILDING,
KEMNY & HAMP, PROPS.

The Proprietors of the House of the Steam Laundry have made all arrangements to Laundred and Send all the Linen that comes to them and give the best Satisfaction in the city. Handle calls for and delivered right at your room.

ANDERSON,
The Artistic Tailor,
GRAND HOTEL BUILDING,
KEMNY & HAMP, PROPS.

The Proprietors of the House of the Steam Laundry have made all arrangements to Laundred and Send all the Linen that comes to them and give the best Satisfaction in the city. Handle calls for and delivered right at your room.

HACK AND BUS LINE.

Hacks hired at all Iowa. Leave orders at Hohschuh & Wizekne, Agents.
The growth of the sport was very much handicapped in the early days, at that time there was no athletic association to takecharge of the game and to secure a proper financial aid. There was no athletic park at the disposal of the players, and their games were played on vacant lots near the campus. These lots were surrounded by neighbors who evidently looked upon the sport with much disfavor, for the Viceree Encourages of that time often make little dispositions of their dear friends and students. One upon another, while a game was in progress, the ball was kicked into a neighbor’s yard; the woman who preceded on the small plot of ground raised the intrusion, rushed out of the house grasping in her hand a knife with a gleaming blade she plunged into the air. The ball escaped with a blue, the sphere collapsed, and the game was postponed. The uniforms worn were rather a non-descript lot. The Viceree Encourages, in describing a game played in 1882, says: "Cornell wore base ball suits, and U. S. I. wore red shirts and military uniforms.

Up to 1888 Association foot ball was played altogether. That year, it was decided to adopt the Rugby rules as in rugby in this, and U. S. I. had won three out of the first regular team was organized with Nicholas as captain and Narriger, manager, and a challenge issued to the Grinnell colleges. Grinnell accepted this challenge, merely stating that they knew much about foot ball enough.

The game was played Nov. 15, 1888, although this was Grinnell's first inter-collegiate game, and it took to Rugby as a duck takes to water, and defeated S. U. I., by a score of 2 to 0. But this was the first of a series of annual games that has been continued to the present.

In the early days of foot ball at S. U. I., special attention was paid to training; the men who played the game were selected from teams run up the even ten of their way-running classes in the forenoon, and trained in the afternoon. Then "after supper" they would engage on varied lines near the campus, and during the twilight hour kick an old fashioned ball about rather indifferently. If there were none, or were much, and here we were for this twilight hour was the University's "play time," sides were chosen, and a rough and tumbled, good-natured game would ensue, devoid of scientific team work, but full of thrilling runs and kicks that were the next day's "catchings" and "extrav," In those times as padded uniforms, sweaters, training tables, or "swipes," to rule the boys down; every man was his own trainer, and observed such rules of daring, etc., as best pleased himself. The line formed by out team of 14-day were entirely unthought of and the overland rides to Mount Vernon furnished abundant interest and excitement. These were made for 2 or 3 days for a general holiday and excursions, and they were red letter days on the students' calendar.

To the Old Gold "rooster" of these closing years of the Vicerees reign these beginnings of foot ball were extremely anticipated, and he rejoiced in the excitement at their primitive games. But in spite of their simplicity those early times were good old times, filled with a great deal of genuine pleasure and wholesomeness.

Athletics then were, such as a cross cut, but they filled the time very pleasantly. The main idea was to take charge of the game and to secure a proper financial aid. There was no athletic park at the disposal of the players, and their games were played on vacant lots near the campus. These lots were surrounded by neighbors who evidently looked upon the sport with much disfavor, for the Viceree Encourages of that time often make little dispositions of their dear friends and students. One upon another, while a game was in progress, the ball was kicked into a neighbor’s yard; the woman who preceded on the small plot of ground raised the intrusion, rushed out of the house grasping in her hand a knife with a gleaming blade she plunged into the air. The ball escaped with a blue, the sphere collapsed, and the game was postponed. The uniforms worn were rather a non-descript lot. The Viceree Encourages, in describing a game played in 1882, says: "Cornell wore base ball suits, and U. S. I. wore red shirts and military uniforms.

Up to 1888 Association foot ball was played altogether. That year, it was decided to adopt the Rugby rules as in rugby in this, and U. S. I. had won three out of the first regular team was organized with Nicholas as captain and Narriger, manager, and a challenge issued to the Grinnell colleges. Grinnell accepted this challenge, merely stating that they knew much about foot ball enough.

The game was played Nov. 15, 1888, although this was Grinnell's first inter-collegiate game, and it took to Rugby as a duck takes to water, and defeated S. U. I., by a score of 2 to 0. But this was the first of a series of annual games that has been continued to the present.

In the early days of foot ball at S. U. I., special attention was paid to training; the men who played the game were selected from teams run up the even ten of their way-running classes in the forenoon, and trained in the afternoon. Then "after supper" they would engage on varied lines near the campus, and during the twilight hour kick an old fashioned ball about rather indifferently. If there were none, or were much, and here we were for this twilight hour was the University's "play time," sides were chosen, and a rough and tumbled, good-natured game would ensue, devoid of scientific team work, but full of thrilling runs and kicks that were the next day's "catchings" and "extrav," In those times as padded uniforms, sweaters, training tables, or "swipes," to rule the boys down; every man was his own trainer, and observed such rules of daring, etc., as best pleased himself. The line formed by out team of 14-day were entirely unthought of and the overland rides to Mount Vernon furnished abundant interest and excitement. These were made for 2 or 3 days for a general holiday and excursions, and they were red letter days on the students' calendar.

To the Old Gold "rooster" of these closing years of the Vicerees reign these beginnings of foot ball were extremely anticipated, and he rejoiced in the excitement at their primitive games. But in spite of their simplicity those early times were good old times, filled with a great deal of genuine pleasure and wholesomeness.
THE IOWA CITY COLLEGE OF MUSIC.
INCORPORATED 1895.
LOCATED AT THE SEAT OF THE

Iowa State University.

And furnishing thorough courses of instruction in all branches of music, under instructors of superior ability and large experience, and adequate to every demand.

To the usual Departments for Piano, Singing, Violin, Organ, and other instruments, is added a complete course in Musical Science, embracing Harmony, Musical Theory, Musical History, etc.

There is also a Special Course for Teachers, including Normal Methods.

The Faculty are all well known musicians of large and successful experience.

THOSE IN CHARGE OF DEPARTMENTS ARE

J. W. RUGGLES, M.M., Prof. of Voice.
W. B. HERSHEY, Instructor of Piano, Organ, Singing and Piano, Instructor of Violin.
R. F. MERRIAM, Instructor of Saxophone, Banjo, Guitar, etc.
O. J. SMITH, Instructor in Voice Culture.

Write for Catalogue giving full particulars and courses of study. Address: J. W. RUGGLES, IOWA CITY, IOWA.

The Carter School of Elocution, Oratory and Dramatic Art.

Located in CLOSE HALL, Iowa City, IOWA.

The New School of Expression.

Slogan: "By Art, Convey Art."

We make a Specialty of Physical Culture, bringing the body into a healthy condition and into sympathy with the soul.

For information call on or address

E. A. CARTER, Prin. and Proprietor,
Close Hall, Iowa City, Iowa.

Iowa City School of Shorthand

The best Business Practice and Shorthand Training Schools in the West. Experienced teachers in all departments including two fine writers. Business men supplied with Stenographers, Bookkeepers, and other help.

Enter now. Special Rates during December.

BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE FREE.

WILLIAMS & BENTON, IOWA CITY, IOWA.

IOWA CITY ACADEMY

The Iowa City Academy has for many years enjoyed a reputation not excelled by any school of its kind in the West.

The aims of the Academy are to prepare students for admission to the State University, or other institutions of similar rank, to prepare those who wish to teach in the public schools of the State for their work; and to furnish a good, thorough, practical education for the ordinary avocations of life.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA,
IOWA CITY, IOWA, May 1, 1895.

From personal acquaintance with the Principal and instructors of the Iowa City Academy, and from the character of the work done there, we take pleasure in recommending the school to all such as are desirous of securing a thorough course in the work preparatory to admission to this University.

C. A. SCHAEFFER, President.
A. D. CORBIS, Dean.
E. E. CLAYTON, C. L. W. DEPARTMENT.
A. M. HUNT, Dean Dental Department.
H. L. MURPHY, Dean of Science.
J. F. CUMMINGS, Professor of Pedagogy.

Winter Term Commences January 4th, 1897.
Classes Formed for New Students. Send for Catalogue.

W. A. WILLIS, Principal.

ATTEND...
ZET-IRVING DEBATE

The Zeta Win Unanimously.

One of the best Debates in the History of the Debating Union.

In one of the 4 debates ever presented to an S. L. U. audience, the representatives of Zeta and Irving debated. Zeta represented the University of Chicago. The debate was the last in a series of four. In the previous debate last night, in consequence, the un-bounded joy of victory filled the air of the Zeta and their friends.

The discussion was upon the question, "that the maintaining of the present system of representation in the United States Senate, by 2 senators, is detrimental to the interests of the people." The affirmative was maintained by Messrs. H. C. Mack, A. L. White, and J. B. Frayle, for Irving; and the negative by Messrs. Frank, C. K. Mooney, and J. R. Hansen, for the Zeta.

The affirmative was divided into six propositions, (1) that among themselves, governing the people laws are the best forms of government. Mr. Swisher, the next speaker, maintained that not only was our government here by the people, it exists by compromises to-day. In this compromise the Senate, to control the people, is a place that no other body can be. It is a coordinating and conserving body, and the conditions of growing and intertwining sectionalism of today demand its retention as it is, for equality of representation in the chief factor in its preserving power.

Mr. Wood continued the argument by saying that the main factor of the present system of representation by the people is an affirmation of their own choice. If the Senate were changed, then the government would be a popular one. Mr. White, for the affirmative side, brought up the proposition that the Senate is a part of a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and are entitled to equal representation in at least one body. The Senate is the upper house, and Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen, for the negative side, brought up the fundamental principle of federal government and be detrimental to it. Mr. Hansen restated briefly the argument of his colleague and thus affirmed that the affirmative was correct. He brought up the following points: (1) The Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen also contended that the Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable.

Mr. Frayle, for the affirmative side, brought up the proposition that the Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen, for the negative side, brought up the fundamental principle of federal government and be detrimental to it. Mr. Hansen restated briefly the argument of his colleague and thus affirmed that the affirmative was correct. He brought up the following points: (1) The Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen also contended that the Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable.

Mr. Frayle, for the affirmative side, brought up the proposition that the Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen, for the negative side, brought up the fundamental principle of federal government and be detrimental to it. Mr. Hansen restated briefly the argument of his colleague and thus affirmed that the affirmative was correct. He brought up the following points: (1) The Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable. Mr. Hansen also contended that the Senate is not a dual nature, consisting of national and commonwealth government. The Senate is the upper house, and the Senate must be changed because numbers are inefficient. The system has been justified by experience; it is satisfactory and hence is desirable.

The debate on both sides was well attended, the speakers presented a complete mastery of the subject, and the audience were clearly favorably disposed towards the affirmative side.

The Zeta Debate gave the people of the University something to think about, and it is a subject that will be talked about for a long time to come.

S. L. U. 1. is Champion.

The work of the "Varsity" foot-ball team has been very creditable, indeed, during the past season, and has undoubtedly secured for Ohio the championship of the middle west. The champion of Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska paths in turn have succeeded to the prowess of S. L. U. and have been defeated by them. The league president will issue for the next year. In S. L. U.'s superiority cannot reasonably be denied. It is in these areas of the state that the Varsity has failed to meet upon the gridiron, but, nevertheless, a careful consideration of the games that have been played by the two teams will show that S. L. U.'s claim to the championship is well merited.

Early in the season, Ames defeated Missouri by a score of 12 to 6, and at the time when Ames had an advantage of at least one month's training, while Missouri had barely affected an organization. Later, S. L. U. defeated Missouri by a score of 12 to 0, and that score against Missouri was only 6 to 10. Ames and S. L. U. met again in Nebraska. In the time of 12 to 12, while Saturday, S. L. U. shut out Nebraska 6 to 0. In those games only 1 points were scored against S. L. U., while 31 were scored against Ames. In view of these facts we are justified in saying that it is certain that S. L. U. is the champion.

In the final game of the season, S. L. U. defeated Kansas by a score of 2 to 0, in favor of the first team. The feature of the game was the shooting of the players. The final game also was the championship game, between S. L. U. and Kansas. The game being played against the state of Nebraska.

Basket Ball.

The basket ball game at the gymnasium on Tuesday evening resulted in a score of 22 to 18 in favor of the first team. The feature of the game was the shooting of the players. The final game also was the championship game, between S. L. U. and Kansas. The game being played against the state of Nebraska.
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**TRY**

![Shaw's Billiard Hall]

FOOTBALL
Supplies and Equipment, Croquet, Golf, Tennis and all
Scotch, Mexicans, Clubs, called.
Spalding Official
Cards and Official
Balls. Officially endorsed.

WATERBURG INGERSOLL.
CLOCKS
Seth Thomas,
and WELCH

Importers and Jobbers in Watches, Novelities and
Materials,
Rogers & Bros'. and Wm. Rogers' Spoons, Forks, etc.

WATERBURG INGERSOLL.

APPLES. ** ** APPLES.
NEW YORK STATE APPLES
$2.00 PER BARREL $2.00
Lumsden & Rummelhart

DOVE EXPERIMENT. GET THE BET IN THE FIRST PLACE.
The Century Double Bond
Four times Full
Warranted.

The Century Bond is made of the best materials
throughout, is foiled with a 10 KT Gold
Finish-Handed, and should last a lifetime. For sale at BRESCHER & YOUNG.

**THE OLD**

SHAKER DOCTOR

AND HIS TROUPE OF

FUN MAKERS.

**AT**

SMITH'S ARMORY.

Admission Free to Adults on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
of this week.

Wednesday night several Beautiful Presents given away.

Saturday night, among other presents, a Diamond Ring given away.

Admission on Wednesday and Saturday nights, 10 cents to any
seat in the house.

Doors open at 7:30. Begin at 8:00.
F. T. BREENE, D.D.S., M.D.
Dentist.
Office one Johnson County Savings Bank.
Office Hours, 10 a.m. to 12, 2 p.m. to 5. P. M.

THOMAS EVANS, Opera House Restaurant
BOARD BY DAY OR WEEK.

NEW LIVERY STABLE
212 IOWA AVE.

Davy Crockett's Restaurant
121 IOWA AVE.
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Best Service in the City.
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RICHMOND
Straight Out No. 1 Cigarettes.

Cigarettes smokers who are willing to pay a little extra for the purest tobacco on the market, will find the distinguishing feature of these cigarettes in this: they are really hand made.

New to the trade. They are real.

A large contingent of Old Field wearers attended the Omaha game from the American Tobacco Company.

Coover & Co.
Have moved to 18^1/2 Clinton St.

[Ad for Washburn Bros.]

[Ad for Golden Eagle Clothing]

THE GOLDEN EAGLE
ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE.

Now is the time to buy your

Heavy Ulsters, Overcoats, Heavy Furs, and Furs.

Suits, Underwear, Caps, Felt Hats, and Muffs.

Gloves and Mittens.

A Glance through our stock will show you that we show a larger and better assortment than can be found in any house in the state.

OUR PRICES ARE POSITIVELY THE LOWEST.

Give us a call. Will be pleased to show you through and quote prices whether you wish to buy or not.

THE GOLDEN EAGLE
ONE PRICE CLOTHING HOUSE.

123-125-127 Clinton St.